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Unger: STRUCTURAL COMPONENT FOR FIXING THE LOADING FLOOR

STRUCTURAL COMPONENT FOR FIXING THE LOADING FLOOR
Technical task:
The technical task is to attach a rubber fin/flap/tongue/flapper to the trunk panel to fix the cargo floor.

Initial situation:
Clamping jaw for fixing the loading floor in the open position
In order to access objects underneath the cargo floor in the vehicle, it makes sense to be able to fix the open. To do this,
it is rotated up around a front axle in the trunk and held in the up-rotated position by a holding device.

Solution:
Rubber fin/flap/tongue/flapper to fix cargo floor, no clip:
"Flapper" on trunk trim (see red markings in figures 1 and 2)

elastic, no clip

protrudes 20mm from trim

Arranged at a 40° angle to the horizontal

arranged on both sides of the trunk trims

possibly 2 pieces per side in a row to be able to carry more load
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the right half of the component in the visible area, the other half hidden/fixed inside the fairing

Advantages:
a load floor used as COP in several models can be fixed by individual dimensions despite different trunk side

panels
low-noise

exchangeable

low wear

self-explanatory for the customer

inexpensive
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